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AMBERLEY GREY SHAKER STYLE
PERSONALISED 6 GLASS DRINKS RACK
812X141X528

SKU: BRWOAK812141528AG
£196.88 Excl. VAT

FREE Engraving - make it truly yours
Shaker Style - timeless & classic look
Cotswold Amberley Grey - cool anthracite
look
Sustainable oak - great ecological
credentials
6 glasses & 8 bottles - plenty of capacity
Sturdy oak top shelf - greater capacity
Wall mounted - Convenient positioning

GALLERY IMAGES
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AMBERLEY GREY SHAKER STYLE PERSONALISED 6 GLASS DRINKS RACK 812X141X528

Our Cotswold Amberley Grey Shaker Style Personalised 6 Glass Drinks Rack is a beautiful addition to your
home. We manufacture it with sustainably sourced materials so you can be sure of its great ecological
credentials.

A sturdy shelf will secure your bottles below which is a solid oak rack to hang your glasses. On the top sits a
solid oak shelf for books or ornaments or perhaps even more bottles. The drinks rack comes complete with
fixings for the wall.

Cotswold & Shaker Style Amberley Grey Wine Rack

The Shaker style is a timeless one and this shaker wall rack will stand its test. We combine this with the
elegance of our Cotswold surroundings where all our designs are inspired from.

A wine rack with incredible capacity

Supporting 6 large glasses and containing at least 8 good sized bottles this Amberley Grey wall mounted rack is
as practical as it is beautiful.

If your after something a little more compact then the Amberley Grey Shaker Style Personalised 4 Glass Drinks
Rack 572x141x528 maybe just what you're after.

A Customised Wine rack for that personal touch

We offer free personalisation. We don't limit the characters however do bare in mind the more characters the
smaller the font. You can customise it to whatever your poison. Be it a Gin and Tonic or Wine Time or maybe
even your family or household name. This personalisation makes it the perfect homemaking or wedding gift.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Dimensions 812 × 141 × 528 mm

Assembly Pre-assembled

Colour Amberley Grey

Compartments 1 Compartment

Location On the Wall

Range The Cotswold House

What it holds Beer & Wine Bottles, Beer & Wine Glasses

Wood Oak

Capacity 6 Glasses, 8 Bottles

Options & Features Customisable

https://ligneus.co.uk/product/shaker-style-personalised-4-glass-drinks-rack-572x141x528/
https://ligneus.co.uk/product/shaker-style-personalised-4-glass-drinks-rack-572x141x528/
https://ligneus.co.uk/
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Finish Painted
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